
Beverage System Quote Input Form

Date: ________________   

Completed by (name): Glastender _________________________ Customer ___________________________

Job Name: ________________________________________ Location (or zip code):_____________________

Number of beverage towers desired?___________________________________________________________

Type of beverage tower desired and finish?______________________________________________________

Number of faucets on each tower?_____________________________________________________________

Will each faucet on each tower have its own keg?    Yes       No

If no, explain:

What is the menu of beers to be offered? (select one):

All domestic or mostly domestic with few craft ales

Same as above but with the addition of a stout

High variety of beers including low carbonated ales, wheat beers, and stouts

What type of CO2 system will they have?   Bulk CO2        CO2 cylinders

How many stouts or other nitrogenated beers will be on tap?                                                                                   

What is the distance between the CO2 and/or Nitrogen supply and the walk-in cooler?                                          

If nitrogenated beers are being dispensed, how will the gas be supplied? 

Pre-blended beer gas cylinder         CO2/Nitrogen blender

Are any other specialty beverages on tap (eg. wine, soda, coffee, tea, cocktails)?      Yes       No

If yes, explain:

Will each beverage tower have its own chase?        Yes       No

Where is the chase located?        In ceiling         Below floor         In ceiling and below floor

Are each of the towers on the same level (i.e., floor) as the kegs?    Yes       No

If not, explain further and
provide height information:

What is the length of each chase from where it enters the walk-in cooler to where it exits to the tower?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the distance from the end of the chase to the tower?_________________________________________

Where will the beverage line chiller be located?     Top of walk-in         Floor stand         Wall-mount rack

Would you like Glastender to include installation on the quote?    Yes       No

Glastender Assumed Value (customer did not supply information)                                                         
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